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Abstract 

We are interested in restoring a degraded scene while 
preserving the edges. Edges are represented as line pr& 
cesses and are estimated along with the intensities in a 
Maximum A Posien'ori (MAP) framework. Aasumptions 
regarding the prior and degradation distributions reduce 
the problem to one of energy function minimization. The 
energy function is highly non-convex and finding the global 
minimum is a non-trivial problem. When constraints on 
the interactions between line processes are removed, the 
deterministic, Graduated Non-Convexity (GNC) algorit- 
hm has been shown to find close to optimum solutions. 

We have generalized the GNC model. Any number of 
constraints on the line processes can now be added. This 
has been achieved by using the adiabalie approzimaiion, 
a well known technique in synergetics. Our resulting al- 
gorithm is a combination of the Conjugate Gradient (CG) 
and the Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) algorithms and 
is completely deterministic. Since the GNC algorithm can 
be obtained as a special case of our approach, we refer 
to our algorithm as the Generalized GNC or GZNC algo- 
rithm. The algorithm was executed on two aerial images. 
Results are presented along with comparisons to the GNC 
algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

Intensity edges are an important source of information in early 
vision. Even in a degraded scene, the human visual system pos- 
sesses the ability to  quickly extract the principal features of in- 
terest. consequently, it is of interest to  us to  be able to restore 
a degraded scene while simultaneously preserving the edges. 

We formulate the problem in a Bayesian framework. Edges 
are represented as discontinuity variables or line processes. The 
line processes are chosen t o  be in between the intensity sites 
and are either vertical or horizontal in orientation. The prior 
distribution is defined jointly over the intensities and the lines. 
The prior and degradation distributions are chosen to be Gibbs. 
Then the posterior distribution is also a Gibbs distribution 111. 
All that  is needed to specify a Gibbs distribution is an energy 
function (Hamiltonian). It  can be shown that MAP estimation 
in the case of a Gibbs distribution is equivalent to  minimizing an 
energy function [I]. 

In this paper, the energy function used is made up of four 
terms; (i) closeness to  data (ii) smoothness constraint except over 
the discontinuities (iii) penalty for imposing a discontinuity and 
(iv) penalties on broken contours. Finding the global minimum 
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of tkiis energy function is complicated by the existence of several 
local minima. When the energy function is highly non-convex, 
i t  is difficult to  visualize any scheme other than stochastic relax- 
ation (SR) which can help us avoid these local minima, [l], [2]. 
Deterministic methods have been used [3], [4], [5 ] ,  [6] but have 
been shown to  converge to  near optimum solutions only when 
there are no constraints on the interactions of the line processes 
[7], [SI, [9], [lo]. One of the most popular of these techniques is 
the Graduated Non-Convexity (GNC) algorithm. 

The GNC algorithm as the name suggests starts with a convex 
approximation of the original energy function. In order to  achieve 
the objective of a convex approximation, several constraints on 
line process interactions in the form of penalties levied on bro- 
ken contours etc. are removed. The energy function becomes 
a function of the intensities and a control parameter. The next 
step is to successively minimize a sequence of energy functions 
generated by varying this control parameter with the first stage 
being convex. This places it in the class of the so-called contin- 
uation methods [lo]. The actual algorithm is highly successful 
in achieving its limited objective. We wish to improve the prior 
distribution to include line process interactions. This is missing 
in the GNC algorithm. Generalization of the GNC model is com- 
plicated by the fact that  the GNC energy function is a function 
of the intensities alone. 

We derive a new energy function for MAP estimation. This 
energy function is indexed by a control parameter which is varied 
during the relaxation process. A sequence of minima are tracked 
as this parameter is varied. We show that any general constraint 
on the interactions of the line processes can be included in this 
energy function. We have chosen a basic interaction term which 
proved to  be successful in Mean Field theory [4] and demon- 
strate its efficacy in our set up. The relationship between this 
Hamiltonian and the GNC energy function is shown by appealing 
to  the adiabatic approzimation, a basic technique in synergetics 
[ll], 1121. Dynamical systems are generated by gradient descent 
on a Hamiltonian. The adiabatic approximation states that, in 
such a dynamical system, those variables that are fast relaxing 
can be eliminated from the system by setting their time varia- 
tion t o  zero. The relationship t o  the GNC function can now be 
shown. We first assume an energy function with a general struc- 
ture. When the line processes are eliminated adiabatically from 
this energy function, the new Hamiltonian is a function of only 
the intensities. We equate this Hamiltonian and the dynamical 
system generated by i t  to  the GNC sequence and its correspond- 
ing dynamical system. The structure of the new Hamiltonian 
gets fixed in this process. This allows us to  derive an energy 
function sequence which is a function of the intensities and the 
line processes. 
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Any number of constraints can now be added to the new se- 
quence. Adding these constraints directly makes it difficult to 
minimize the new energy function. The interactions are trans- 
ferred t o  a new domain; the gradient-magnitude or (GMAG) 
domain. I t  is argued that this domain is more natural for the 
introduction of further constraints on the discontinuity field. A 
transformation is derived from the GMAG process to the line 
process. Minimization of this new sequence of energy functions 
is now straightforward. We have chosen t o  run the Conjugate- 
Gradient (CG) algorithm [13] on the intensities and the Iterated 
Conditional Modes (ICM) algorithm [14] on the line processes. 
Since the GNC algorithm can be obtained as a special case of 
our algorithm, we refer to this as the Generalized GNC (G’NC) 
algorithm. 

2 MAP estimation via the adiabatic ap- 
proximat ion 

We derive new energy functions for MAP estimation and show 
that the GNC algorithm can be brought under our framework. 
The adiabatic approximation, a technique popularized by the 

field of synergetics 1111 is crucial to our framework. 

2.1 New energy functions for MAP estimation 

In the case of image estimation, the posterior distribution and 
the Hamiltonian are linked by the following Gibbs distribution. 

P(F = f , V  = v ,H = h/D = d) = &?i(f,v,h) (1) 

where d is the observed, noisy image, f, v, and h are the in- 
tensity, vertical and horizontal line’ processes respectively, 2 is 
the partition function, and p is a constant greater than zero. We 
assume that the original image is corrupted by additive noise to 
yield the degraded image. The line processes are located in be- 
tween adjacent intensity variables and denote the presence (or 
absence) of a discontinuity. We seek the minimum of the Hamil- 
tonian (‘H) or energy function in the phase space o f f ,  v, and h. 

z 

The first term in (2) attempts to keep the restoration of 
f close to the observed data in a least squares sense. The second 
term encodes our assumption that the data is smooth everywhere 
except at the discontinuities. The third term enforces a penalty 
for incorporating a discontinuity in the restoration. The last term 
(E,( .)) can be used to incorporate prior assumptions on the na- 
ture of discontinuities. Edges in images tend t o  be connected 
and form closed contours. This term can reflect these beliefs. 
When the ’ H c ( . )  term is absent, this energy function reduces t o  

the popular weak membrane [7] 

The weak membrane energy function is highly non-convex 
due to the inclusion of the line processes. Deterministic schemes 
have generally relied on continuation methods to solve this prob- 
lem. Here, a control parameter is varied during the relaxation. 
Initially, the problem solved is convex or nearly convex and as 
the parameter is varied, the successive energy functions approach 
the original. The advantage of these deterministic methods over 

SR is that they avoid shallow local minima without incurring the 
computational burden of SR. 

We have modified the Hamiltonian ‘H. A new sequence of 
energy functions is obtained to which interactions can be added. 
The line processes now vary over [0,1] and deterministic dgo- 
rithms can find “good” suboptimal solutions. This new energy 
function depends on a control parameter c and a sequence of 
minima can be tracked while varying this parameter. We first 
present this energy function E,. 

%(f,v,h)  = C(f(i,j) - d(i , j))’  
t w I  

+ C k ( v ( i , j ) )  (X2f,2(i,d(l - .(i,j)) + a 4 i J )  

+ C k ( h ( i , j ) )  ( X ’ f & d ( l  - h(4.j)) + a h ( i , j ) )  

ItJI  

{ w }  
(3) 

where 

Most of the material in this section is devoted to deriving this 
new energy function from the GNC energy function. 

In the beginning (c = 0.25), the lines are forced to the center 
of the interval [o, 11 ( z  = 0.5) except for extremely low or high 
values of the intensity gradient. Then as the control parameter 
c is increased, this condition is slowly relaxed. For high values 
of c, we recover the weak membrane energy function. The only 
difference between the weak membrane and our function is k(z) 
and the domain of z ,  which is [O,  11. Iu the weak membrane, the 
line processes could only take values in the set {0,1}. 

We use the generic symbol z for the line process when dis- 
tinctions between vertical and horizontal are unnecessary. The 
pixel location is suppressed whenever it is convenient. 

One method of obtaining a fixed point for the Hamiltonian in 
(3) is gradient descent. This defines a dynamical system which 
is shown below. 

df dv dh 
d t  d t  d t  ( 5 )  - = -vhn, - = -VfHa,  - = -vv‘H,, 

where V,V is the vector equivalent of the scalar gradient &. 
We have mentioned that z lies in the interval [0,1]. Uncon- 
strained gradient descent may violate this constraint. A modified 
dynamical system which overcomes this problem is presented in 
[15]. The essential features of our approach do not change. We 
have chosen not to present the modified equations due t o  lack of 
space. 

2.2 The adiabatic approximation 

The system of equations in (5) defines a dynamical system. The 
variables in the dynamical system may possess vastly different 
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time constants. These can be roughly grouped into "fast" and 
"slow" modes. Typically, the fast modes quickly relax t o  their 
equilibrium state and are stable whereas the slow modes may be 
unstable. The simplest procedure of elimination of fast relaxing 
variables is the adiabatic approximation which is a well known 
technique in the field of synergetics. 

Consider the dynamical system shown below, which is the 1-D 
version of ( 5 ) .  It can be obtained by applying gradient descent 
on the energy function 'H(f,z). 

df d d  dz - = -Vf'H(f,z) = K l ( f , z ) ,  = -Vz7-l(f,z) Kz(f ,e)  
dt 

(6) 

We assume that the line processes can be eliminated adiabat- 
ically; i.e. they relax much faster than the intensity processes. 
At present, we only have empirical evidence in favor of this con- 
jecture and are in the process of developing analytical support. 
The adiabatic technique is as follows i l l ] .  

1. Set the line processes to their equilibrium state, given the 
intensities. This eliminates the dynamics over the line prc- 
cesses since 8 = 0. 

Kz(f , z )  = -Vz'H(f,Z) = 0. (7) 

2. Solve for z in (7) yielding z = z(f). 

3. Substitute z = z(f)  in (6) giving a new dynamical system 
which is a function of only the intensities. 

When the solution for the line processes is substituted in (6), we 

df 
get 

- = Ki( f , z ( f ) )  dt (8)  

Since the adiabatic approximation implies V,'H(f, ~ ) l , = ~ ( f )  = 0, 
the second term on the right hand side of (9) reduces to zero, 
leaving 

Vf'H(f9 4 f ) )  = Vfl-((f,z)I,=,(f) (10) 

We have shown that (8) can be directly obtained by gradient 
descent on the energy function 'H(f, z(f)). 

2.3 

In this section, we show that our general Hamiltonian (aHa) (3) 
can be derived from the GNC energy function by applying the 
adiabatic approximation. 

The new energy function (3) presented in Section 2.1 has 
close ties t o  the GNC algorithm. To show this, we begin with an 
energy function that is a generalized version of (3). 

Relationship to the GNC algorithm 

where L'~(z) and l z (z )  are unspecified functions a t  this point. 

The intuition behind this structure can be readily seen. If 
Zl(z) = (1 - z )  and [ ~ ( z )  = z, we get back our original energy 
function (2) without the interaction term. If ll(z) = k(z)(l - z )  
and 12(z) = k(z)z ,  we obtain (3). Once again, a dynamical sys- 
tem can be obtained through gradient descent on (11). 

+2X2f2(i,j) Zl(V(i,j)) - 2XZf2(i - 1,j) Il(V(i - 1,j)) 

+2X2fy(i,j) Il(h(i,j)) - 2 P f Y ( i , j  - 1) I l (h( i , j  - 1)) 

where l$) (2) = v. 
In the GNC setup, a sequence of energy functions can be 

constructed that start out convex and end as the weak membrane 
energy. Formally, in Blake and Zisserman's scheme, the final 
energy function and the sequence leading up to it can be written 
as follows. 

'H$NC(f) = x(f(i,j) - d(i,j))' 
{ i d  

+ ( g ( W i , j ) )  + g ( T f y ( i d ) )  7 IC = 0,1 , . .  (13) 
{:,j} 

The sequence of energy functions has been translated into a se- 
quence of g(.) functions. In [7], the authors show that for an 
initial g*(.), the Hamiltonian is convex, thus providing a reason- 
able heuristic for this procedure. They derived a closed form 
expression for the g(.) functions and this is reproduced below. 

0 I I f P l  I 4 
- I f P  Q < I f P  I < (14) 

l f P l  > r 

where c = 2 k ~ * ,  IC = 0,1,.., rz = a(: + +), q = & and 
jP is the generic symbol used for the intensity gradient in this 
paper. C* is the initial value of the control parameter and for 
this value, ' H G N ~  is convex. The other parameters q and r arise 
as a consequence of creating a convex Hamiltonian. They can be 
interpreted as thresholds on the line process. The line processes 
are undecided only in the interval [q, r]. 

Once again, we can obtain a dynamical system through gra- 
dient descent on 'HGNC, 

where g ( k ) ' ( f p )  = v. 
We wish to equate the two Hamiltonians, ' H b  and ' H G N C ,  after 

the line processes have been eliminated adiabatically. Concisely 
speaking, 
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The dynamical systems generated by gradient descent on the 
two Hamiltonians are then equated after applying the adiabatic 
approximation. These two conditions can then be used to solve 
for the unknown functions 11(z) and I z ( 2 ) .  We use ( I O ) ,  which 
allows us to equate the dynamical systems generated by f i b  and 
by HGNC.  

This is a compact way of expressing equivalence between (12 )  and 
(15 )  with the time variation of the lines set to zero. We now make 
an assumption that simplifies this derivation immensely. The 
adiabatic condition theoretically makes the line process a t  each 
site a function of all the intensities. We restrict this dependence 
only to the intensity gradient. For the vertical (horizontal) line 
process, this assumption simplifies the relation u ( i , j )  = ut,(f)  

( h ( i , j )  = h,(f)), to v ( i , j )  = 4fz(i,j)) ( h ( i , j )  = h ( f v ( i , j ) ) ) .  
From (12 )  and (15), we see that (17 )  now reduces to 

2XZfP h ( Z ( f P ) )  = s'"" (18) 

From the GNC formulation (14), and 171, g(k)'(  f p )  can be written . .  
as foll6ws. 

2X2fp 0 
C ( T  - f P )  Q 

!"fP) = 0 i -dk"( - f P  1 
61(z( fP) )  can be obtained from (18) and 

ot an intensity gradient but arises through a transformation on 
the line process. 

X b ( f , U v , U h )  = z ( f ( i ? j ) - d ( i , > j ) ) 2  
t i i}  

+ c ( X 2 f , 2 ( i 1 j )  [ 3 ( 7 4 i 7 j ) )  + a Z4(%(i7j))) 
{ i d  

(X2fi(i,j) 1 3 ( u h ( i , j ) )  -k a 14(uh( i , j ) ) )  (22 )  
ti,?} 

where U ,  and Uh are the U processes in the vertical and horizontal 
directions, analogous to the line process. 

Consider a likely candidate for 13(u) and /4 (u)  shown below. 

and 

The new process U is allowed to assume values only in the set 
[(l, 7-1. 

The only criterion for the choice of .(U) is that z = 0 for 
U = Q, and z = 1 for U = T .  This is the original GNC con- 
dition, reformulated in terms of the new variable U .  We can 
come up with many transformations that satisfy this condition. 
For the sake of symmetry, we add one more conskaint; z = 0.5 
when X2uz = a. One transformation obeying these conditions is 
l--z - # which yields 

I f p 5 q  
< f p < T  (19)  z - 

\--,- 

Now we can rewrite the Hamiltonian Hh as an explicit function 

We have obtained 61(z( f p ) )  by assuming a specific structure of 
the Hamiltonian Hb. 12(z ( fp ) )  can be obtained, once Z l ( z ( f p ) )  
is known since from (16) ,  the Hamiltonians Hb and the GNC 
energy function are identical when the line processes are in their 
equilibrium state. 

After the line processes have been eliminated adiabatically, the 
new energy function is equal to the GNC function. The GNC 
energy function is obtained when the line processes are set to 
their equilibrium state in H b .  An obvious step is to extend (20)  
and (21 )  when the line processes are in a non-equilibrium state. 
We can replace the two functions /I(.( f p ) )  and 1 2 ( z ( f p ) )  by [I(.) 
and / Z ( z ) .  

Since recovery of the actual functions /I(.) and 12(z)  is com- 
plicated by the fact that only the functions I 1 ( z ( f p ) )  and I ~ ( z (  f,)) 
are known, we define a new process U and an unknown transfor- 
mation (at this point) .(U). Then we define 13(u) sf l l ( z ( u ) )  
and / 4 ( u )  sf 12(z(u)) .  The equilibrium condition now demands, 
11(2)(z(u)) = 11(2) (z ( fp) ) .  The U process obviously has the flavor 

of the intensities and line processes by substituting z back into 
x b .  The inverse transformation for this purpose is 

U = U(.) = q [ ( 1  - 2 2 )  + J7-j ( 2 6 )  2 ( 1 -  z) 

Substituting this back in (23 ) ,  (24) ,  we get (3). We have shown 
that starting from ?& and H G N C ,  we can obtain Ha by invoking 
the adiabatic approximation. This clearly indicates that Ha can 
be viewed as the general energy function with the GNC function 
as a special case. The purpose behind deriving H a  is to be able 
to add further constraints on the line process. 

3 The G2NC Algorithm 

3.1 Incorporation of line interactions 

The new Hamiltonian (EF1,) (3) can now be used as a springboard 
for introducing a more sophisticated line process. Several prob- 
lems remain. Introducing line process interactions is complicated 
by the multiplying factor k ( z ) .  If interactions are introduced in 
the traditional way, gradient descent on the lines would become 
necessary. We have tried t o  avoid this due t o  the different time 
constants involved and because of the complex nature of k ( z ) .  In 
order to overcome this problem, we examine the Hamiltonian as 
a function of the intensities and u ( i , j )  instead of the line process. 

% ( f , U v , U h )  = x(f(i,j) - d ( i , j ) ) '  
{v} 
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Our principal contribution in this paper is to suggest intro- 
ducing a new process which has a monotonic transformation 
to the lines, namely the U process that we call the gradient- 
magnitude (GMAG) process. All line interactions can be trans- 
ferred t o  the GMAG domain. 

We have chosen the most basic kind of interaction. This has 
been inspired by the work of Geiger and Girosi [4] who have 
clearly shown the effect of this interaction using mean field the- 
ory. Consider the following modification of ‘Ha; 

where all the indices are analogous to the earlier line process case. 
Physically, we are trying to decrease the penalty on a vertical 
(horizontal) line if its vertical (horizontal) neighbors are “on”. 
The penalty is controlled by the parameter E .  

We now proceed with the algorithm itself. The improved line 
process in the GNC set up prompted us to call this algorithm 
the Generalized GNC or G2NC algorithm. We first solve for 
U keeping the intensities fixed. Now, U becomes a function of 
the neighbors as well as the intensity gradient. We choose to 
run Besag’s ICM algorithm [14] on the GMAG process which 
essentially involves minimizing the energy function with respect 
to the GMAG process at each point keeping all other processes 
fixed. This process is repeated until the GMAG processes have 
converged. 

In order t o  run ICM on the GMAG process, we have to solve 
for U when interactions are present. The criterion for a minimum 
is : 

From this we get 

(30) I f, I 

when the minimum w.r.t uu( i , j )  

Jm 
2 

where ua” is uv(i,j+1)+u4i,j-1) 

is sought. A similar relationship exists for U h ( i , j ) .  

This solution for U is not guaranteed to be within [q, TI. If the 
solution lies outside, the end point energies are again compared 
and the solution with the lower energy is chosen. The solution 
depends heavily on e. 

A natural choice of t can now be made. We would like the 
influence of the interaction term to be significant when the neigh- 
bors are “decided” (neighboring U’S equal T )  and the current U 
equals q. From the solution for U, it can be seen that when 
f, = q,  U = T if E = y. This result is very pleasing since t 
roughly varies from 0.5 to 1. The sweep of the parameter E is sat- 
isfying, as no estimation is necessary. The range of interactions 
can be extended well beyond this initial scheme. 

3.2 Description of the algorithm 

We have chosen to run the Conjugate Gradient (CG) algorithm 
on the intensities. We wait until the intensities have converged 
before updating the GMAG processes. This follows naturally 
from our intuition. The intensities relax more slowly than the 
lines. We have noticed that ICM takes very few (one to five) 
iterations t o  converge (for our case studies). 

The algorithm: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Set c = c* (usually c* = 0.25) 
Run the CG algorithm on the intensities until conver- 
gence 
Update GMAG processes at  the end of the CG itera, 
tions using Besag’s ICM algorithm till they converge 
Return to Step 2 until intensities and GMAG pro- 
cesses converge 
Increase c, usually c = Zkc*, k = 0,1, .. 
Return to Step 2 until the final c = cstop 
is reached 

The algorithm is guaranteed to converge for each value of k. 

4 Experimental Results 

We executed the G2NC algorithm on two noisy, aerial images. 
The two aerial images are an airport and Mission Bay (San 
Diego). 

The original airport image is shown in Figure la  and the 
corresponding noisy image (5dB, u2 = 147) in Figure Ib. The 
estimated intensity and line process images are displayed in Fig- 
ure 2a and 2b. We experimented with a few heuristics for the 
parameter settings [15]. 

We see from Figures 1 and 2 that all the “relevant” details 
are captured by the algorithm. The line process image contains 
all the important edges without arbitrary gaps in contours. The 
estimated intensity image clearly exhibits the effect of feedback 
from the discontinuities. The improvement in the line process 
prior is showcased in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Figures 3a and 3b 
contain the aerial view of Mission Bay and the corresponding 
degraded image. Figures 4 and 5 are obtained from the GNC 
and the G2NC algorithms with the same parameters. The line 
process image using G2NC is vastly improved. Better results can 
be obtained for the GNC case when the parameters are chosen 
differently. Our view is that ,  introducing interactions makes this 
technique more “robust” with respect to the parameters. 

5 Conclusions 

We highlight below some of the new ideas and results in this 
paper. We have 

Presented a new energy function for MAP estimation 

Shown the importance of the adiabatic approximation in 
deriving this new energy function from the GNC energy 
function. 
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Transferred line interactions to the GMAG domain 

Introduced a transformation from this process t o  the line 
process 

Set up an interaction term and shown how to vary the in- 
teraction parameter e 

Suggested an algorithm to minimize the new energy func- 
tion using a combination of CG and ICM 
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Figure 2: (a) Left: Restored Image using G'NC algorithm (b) Right: Line process image using G'NC 
algorithm 

Figure 3: (a)  Left: Original Mission Bay (b) Right: Noisy Mission Bay 

Figure 4: (a)  Left: Restored image using the GNC algorithm (b) Right: Restored image using GZNC 
algorithm 

Figure 5: (a) Left: Line process image using the GNC algorithm (b) Right: Line process image using 
G'NC algorithm 
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